Clinical use of electrogustometry: strengths and limitations.
Electrogustometry (EGM) has a number of strengths and a few limitations in clinical use. The strengths of EGM are: (i) the range of measurements can be kept constant; (ii) quantitative control of the intensity of the stimulation is possible; (iii) only a short period of time is required for testing; (iv) it is possible to detect even slight taste disorders for which the patient has no subjective symptoms; (v) it is useful for topognosis of lesions of taste pathways and for determining prognosis; and (vi) it is the only quantitative method for diagnosing disorders of the glosssopharyngeal nerve. The limitations of EGM are: (i) it is not useful for determining or diagnosing some of the symptoms often complained of by patients with taste disorder, namely dissociated taste disorder, heterogeusia and spontaneous dysgeusia; and (ii) it is not useful for following the progress of taste disorder. The many strengths and few limitations of EGM make it the first choice among taste examinations. This paper describes the clinical use of EGM as well as discussing other taste examinations used in our taste clinic and, in particular, the advantages and disadvantages of filter paper disk testing with taste solutions.